CSE 135

☐ Liang (Jeff) Chen
  ■ Office hour
    ☐ Mon, Wed, 4:00-5:00pm, CSE B240A
  ■ Email: jeffchen@cs.ucsd.edu
  ■ Office: CSE building 3240
Discussion Section Schedule

☐ Project specification (1)
☐ Servlet (1)
☐ Database issues (data model design, SQL, JDBC) (2)
☐ JavaBean, JSP (1)
☐ Struts/MVC (1 or 2)
☐ Access Control (1)
☐ Taglib, connection pooling (1)
☐ Misc
Suggestion

☐ Play with the demo as early as possible
  ▪ Learning curve: not linear for this course
  ▪ Many stuff to configure
    ☐ Web server, DB server, libraries

☐ Final exam is important
  ▪ Difference between the project may be small
  ▪ Only test techniques we teach in class

☐ Follow the rule of the course
Project

- Start to think of your project
  - First of all, find a partner!
  - High level idea: what kind of application you want to build
  - One step further: what the it looks like?